Pinnacle Liquid Enhanced Returns Commodities Strategy 50

High yield alternative investment strategy

The PIERCE 50 opportunity: South Africa & Sub-Saharan
Africa

Investors seeking higher returns are shifting from
conventional to alternative investments; riskier because of
longer investment periods and lack of liquidity. Safe haven
investments preferred during market turbulence are low
yielding. Gold, also a safe haven asset due to value
appreciation in adverse conditions, despite an unstable
negative correlation with equities, with its volatility allows
for possible higher risk-adjusted returns.
Pinnacle Liquid Enhanced Returns Commodities Strategy 50
(“PIERCE 50”) is Coinful Capital Fund’s solution to give
investors exposure to relatively liquid higher yielding
alternative investments, with gold as an underlying safe
haven asset, with mitigated price volatility.

The gold mining sector in South Africa with the second
largest reserves in the world is dominated by a few large
mining companies which mine only large-scale deposits
and many small and medium sized miners that mine many
small and scatter deposits all over the country. The few
licensed refineries are the only ones allowed to export
gold, impose minimum supply commitments which can
only be met by the large miners. Smaller producers have
no choice but to sell to intermediaries at deep discounts
that in turn re-sell to aggregate volumes to sell to the
refineries. These intermediaries are not well funded
leaving producers with unsold gold.

PIERCE 50 takes advantage of a direct relationship with a refinery and the market circumstances in South Africa to eliminate the
layers of intermediaries with a proprietary well-funded supply network throughout the country to buy gold from small producers
at deep discounts and sell internationally at spot prices. At all times PIERCE 50 is either holding cash or physical gold, qualifying
the strategy as a safe haven alternative investment, allowing it also to liquidate positions easily giving it increased liquidity. The
ability to buy at deep discounts eliminates the volatility of gold related instruments and also because of those deep discounts a
high-yield return is achieved.
Proprietary & PIERCE 50 trading performance

Terms
Base Currency
Acceptable Currencies

200

PIERCE 50

SPDR Gold Shares (ETF)

180

160

FTSE Gold Mines

Minimum Investment
Lock-Up Period
Subscription Fee
Management Fee
Performance Fee
Target Returns (Annual)
Distribution Payment
Redemption Notice
Gate

120

100

Investments in any other currency than Base Currency will
be converted at spot rate on date of funds received

US$ 100,000
12 Months
1.0%
2.5% per annum
30%
40%
Quarterly in USD
3 months
25%
Above 25% suspended for 1 Quarter

Hurdle
Early Redemption Fee
Reporting
Service Providers
Investment Manager
Fund Administrator
Auditors
Legal Counsel
Custodian
Digital Assets Custodian

140

USD
USD, USDT, USDC.

10%
10%
Monthly NAV with annual audit
Lazarus Capital Partners
Circle Partners Support Services
Cohen & Co
Loeb Smith
Signature Bank
Hex Trust
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